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Progressive Policy Institute
Think tank arm of the Democratic Leadership Council

Advocates “third way” between over-regulatory liberal 
ideology and laissez-faire conservative ideology

Technology and New Economy Project promotes 
transformative effects of information technology on the 
economy and society

Key perspective: Homeland security should be achieved 
through modernization of our security infrastructure



PPI on Smart Cards
Long advocated using government to jump-start the digital 
economy with smart cards and DMV-issued digital 
signatures

Using Technology to Detect and Prevent Terrorism
by Shane Ham and Robert D. Atkinson (January 2002)

Frequently Asked Questions about Smart ID Cards
by Shane Ham and Robert D. Atkinson (January 2002)

Modernizing the State ID System: An Action Agenda
by Shane Ham and Robert D. Atkinson (February 2002)



Driver’s License Modernization Act
(The Moran-Davis bill, H.R. 4633)

Key Provisions

Requires federal guidelines for driver’s licenses/state ID 
cards with interoperable multi-application smart chips and 
an on-board biometric

Authorizes funds to link state DMV databases and add a 
cooperative biometric to the databases

Requires federal guidelines for standardized security 
features on the card and standard security requirements at 
card issuance



Driver’s License Modernization Act
Key Provisions (con’t)

Authorizes grant program ($100 million) to assist states with 
transition to smart driver’s licenses and qualifies states as 
“executive agencies” for contracting through GSA

Increases privacy protections for DMV data, including 
eliminating use of SSN as a numbering system

Severe criminal penalties for creating, obtaining, or using 
fake or false licenses/state ID cards and for hacking the chip

Creates “Innovative Uses” pilot program for state e-
government applications ($15 million)



What DLMA Doesn’t Do

Does not create a “national ID card”

Does not require card holders to have multiple 
applications (government or private) on the card

Does not require government or private organizations to 
deploy card readers

Does not mandate a standard design for the cards

Does not permit “tracking” of card holders



Advantages of DLMA
Secures the most widely accepted ID documents

Provides the necessary support for border security initiatives

Resolves the “chicken-or-egg” issue with smart cards

Gives consumers a conceptual breakthrough

Provides standardization without excessive encroachment on 
state sovereignty 

“Best bang for the buck”



Rethinking Federal Opportunities
Transportation worker ID program offers chance to distribute 
smart cards through multiple sectors, broader population

Frustration with INS Laser Card program may lead to switch 
to smart cards as INS reorganizes

DLMA would put smart cards into the pockets of 200 million 
Americans, revolutionizing the economy

Bottom line:
The federal government has the power

to make or break the smart card industry



Smart Card Challenges in Washington

Policy makers do not understand smart card technology

“Gut reactions” by citizens (similar to other technologies)

Competing industries working in concert to ruin the reputation 
of smart cards

Strong political opposition to improving identification cards

Privacy advocates have the rhetorical advantage



The Good News

Significant agency support (DoD, DoT, GSA)

Support from law enforcement community

Smart cards are a superior technology

Education efforts pay off

Strong political support for improving ID security



What Needs To Be Done
Greater industry presence in Washington

More contact with policy makers at home

Aggressive outreach to reporters

Strong commitment to standards development

Strategic partnerships with biometrics industry

Development of a unified message: smart cards can solve our 
ID security problems and boost the economy
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